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ODROID Magazine is now in its 4th year! We are very excited to continue presenting community-contributed articles and projects that highlight the versatility and portability of Hardkernel's fantastic line of single board computers. Some of the projects that we have featured in the past year include a water-cooled ODROID-XU4, an Ambilight 4K system, a 42" touchscreen table, and a portable laptop.

We look forward to seeing what innovative and unique projects ODROIDians will create in 2017 and beyond.

IoT projects have become a very popular use of ODROIDs, and our resident IoT expert Miltiadis presents a project that combines two of his pastimes, wine and computers, to monitor his wine cellar in order to make sure that his valuable collection is aged properly. The system also notifies him via SMS when the wines are ready to enjoy. Max details how to set up a chatbot, Brian demonstrates a rear view bike camera to stay safe while riding, @synportack24 gives an overview of the Deluge BitTorrent client, and Tobias shows us how to download online videos for offline viewing. Our featured Android games this month include Pixel Dodgers and Chrome Death for hours of fun!
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Any good wine preserver knows how important it is to store wine in conditions as close to a traditional wine cellar as possible in order to ensure the taste and quality of the fine beverage. Those conditions are based on the temperature, the humidity and the lighting of the space used as a wine cellar. In particular, the temperature must be held as close as possible to 12 degrees Celsius, though fluctuations between 10 and 14 degrees are acceptable, in order to guarantee a good aging process. With respect to humidity, it must be at least 50% to ensure a warm and moist environment for the wine. Lastly, it must be a dark room as often as possible, as light can cause oxidation and unnaturally accelerate the aging process. All of these elements must be in a delicate balance to ensure your wine ages beautifully.

This project is the capstone of my previous 3 articles regarding the Internet of Things (IoT) using an ODROID-C2. This IoT device, the environmental wine cellar preserver and notifier, so to speak, monitors the fermentation conditions in the wine cellar using a temperature, humidity, and light sensor. The most important feature in this project is the ability to receive an SMS alert if ideal fermentation conditions are not being met, however the fermentation data can also be transmitted daily to the cloud for remote monitoring as well. In this project, we’ll be using a cloud-based communication (PaaS) company for the proper delivery of those SMS messages (i.e Twilio). Please refer to our previous article published on Hardkernel’s October’s issue (http://bit.ly/2fFXJHQ) for details on how to use such a service. An LED is also added to the device which is controlled programatically, indicating to a user physically in the room whether ideal conditions are in the wine cellar at that moment.

**Building the circuit**

We will use a breadboard to hold our electronics together just as we did with our previous IoT project, the street and the home lights controller with SMS notifier (http://bit.ly/2fFXJHQ), in order to avoid any soldering and the hassle of designing a PCB for our prototype. We will connect various circuit components with the ODROID-C2 GPIO pins using Dupont Jumper Wires, as shown in Figure 2. Here’s a list of all the hardware and software we’ll be using for this project:

**Hardware:**
- ODROID-C2 running Ubuntu 16.04
- 5V/2A Power Supply from Hardkernel (http://bit.ly/1X0bgdt)
- Breadboard and Dupont male to female jumpers
- A DHT11 Temperature and Humidity Sensor
- A Photo resistor
- (2) Resistors (4.7K and 220Ω)
- A 1 μF Capacitor
- An RGB LED

**Software:**
- Ubuntu 16.04 v2.0 from Hardkernel (http://bit.ly/2cBibbk)
- Python 2.7 or 3.3 (preinstalled
Using Twilio

Please refer to the article in the ODROID Magazine November issue (http://bit.ly/2fFXJHQ) for information on how to set up an account for Twilio and how to use this cloud based communication (PaaS) service. What we actually need are the API keys (account_sid, auth_token) for using this service and a python script for triggering SMS messages to the user when certain conditions are met. The following piece of code does exactly this:

```python
def sent_SMS():
    from twilio.rest import TwilioRestClient
    account_sid = "xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"  # Your Account SID from www.twilio.com/console
    auth_token = "xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"  # Your Auth Token from www.twilio.com/console
    client = TwilioRestClient(account_sid, auth_token)
    message = client.messages.create(body="Alert!!! The condition was met on your ODROID-C2 with a short circuit from a wrong connection. Just be careful and double check everything before powering it back on.

Writing the Code

We divided the code into sections (chunks of code) for easier reading. We start by importing the necessary modules. Then we define the pins on the ODROID-C2 that we are going to use. On the next step, we set up the wiringPi module according to Hardkernel’s map guide (http://bit.ly/2aXAlm). We proceed by setting up the operation LED. Next, we interface the photoresistor and the DHT11 sensor with the ODROID-C2. Of course, before doing that, we define the variables needed for controlling them in Python. The next chunk of code is important as we are pulling data from the DHT11 sensor. Thankfully enough, there is a piece of code available in GitHub at http://bit.ly/2gAaUfK for doing the job. Since we are going to use the Twilio service, we set that up next. Last, but not least, we check for the right conditions in the wine cellar. The temperature should be around 12 degrees Celsius, the humidity at least 50%, and the absence/presence of light. The last piece of code is merely for validation purposes. Please refer to the block diagram in Figure 3.

def sent_SMS():
    from twilio.rest import TwilioRestClient
    account_sid = "xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"  # Your Account SID from www.twilio.com/console
    auth_token = "xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"  # Your Auth Token from www.twilio.com/console
    client = TwilioRestClient(account_sid, auth_token)
    message = client.messages.create(body="Alert!!! The condition was met on your ODROID-C2 with a short circuit from a wrong connection. Just be careful and double check everything before powering it back on.

Building the IoT device

For our wired connections, we used the male to female Dupont wires. The female side of this kind of jumper connects to the male header of the ODROID-C2, and the other male side connects into the holes of the Breadboard. Please refer to Hardkernel’s pin layout schematic as you create the connections, which is also available at (http://bit.ly/2aXAlm). Physical Pin 1 provides the VCC (3.3V) to our circuit, and we connect it on the second vertical line of our Breadboard. Since we are going to use Pin 6 as the common Ground, we connect that to the first vertical line of our Breadboard, near the edge. The DHT11 sensor has three pins, so we connect Pin 1 to 3.3V on the board, Pin 2 (brown wire) in the middle to ODROID-C2, Pin 7, and the last one (Pin 3) to the common Ground. This is visualized in Figure 2. Next, the photoresistor/photocell is connected to physical Pin 18 on one of its side, the other one goes to VCC (3.3V). Please note that this red Dupont wire/jumper connected to the vertical line of our Breadboard. Extra care must be given to the polarity of the capacitor (1uF), since we need to connect its negative side marked by (-) symbol with the common Ground. The positive side of the capacitor is connected to the photoresistor through the yellow Dupont wire and from there to physical Pin 18. Finally, the operational LED is connected to physical Pin 16 for its anode (+) while the cathode (-) is connected of course to the common Ground through a 220Ω resistor. That’s it! All of our physical wiring is now connected.

Before connecting anything to your ODROID-C2, disconnect the power. It is important to note that you can destroy your ODROID-C2 with a short circuit from a wrong connection. Just be careful and double check everything before powering it back on.

Writing the Code

We divided the code into sections (chunks of code) for easier reading. We start by importing the necessary modules. Then we define the pins on the ODROID-C2 that we are going to use. On the next step, we set up the wiringPi module according to Hardkernel’s map guide (http://bit.ly/2aXAlm). We proceed by setting up the operation LED. Next, we interface the photoresistor and the DHT11 sensor with the ODROID-C2. Of course, before doing that, we define the variables needed for controlling them in Python. The next chunk of code is important as we are pulling data from the DHT11 sensor. Thankfully enough, there is a piece of code available in GitHub at http://bit.ly/2gAaUfK for doing the job. Since we are going to use the Twilio service, we set that up next. Last, but not least, we check for the right conditions in the wine cellar. The temperature should be around 12 degrees Celsius, the humidity at least 50%, and the absence/presence of light. The last piece of code is merely for validation purposes. Please refer to the block diagram in Figure 3.
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Connecting Twilio with the photoresistor

```python
def RCtime(RCpin):
    reading = 0
    odroid.pinMode(RCpin,1)
    odroid.digitalWrite(RCpin,0)
    time.sleep(0.1)
    odroid.pinMode(RCpin,0)
    # This takes about 1 millisecond per loop cycle
    while (odroid.digitalRead(RCpin) == 0):
        reading += 1
    return reading

Connecting Twilio with the DHT11 sensor

Here's the snippet we'll use with the temperature and humidity sensor:

```python
def pullData:
    #{{( Pull data from GPIO.odroid data
global effectiveData
global pin
data = []
effectiveData = []
odroid.pinMode(DHT11pin,1)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,1)
time.sleep(0.025)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,0)
time.sleep(0.14)
odroid.pinMode(DHT11pin,0)
odroid.pullUpDnControl(DHT11pin,2)
for i in range(0,2900):
data.append(odroid.digitalRead(DHT11pin))
""
for i in range(0,len(data)):
    print "%d" % data[i],
    print ""
"
#}}}
```

We connect the DHT11 to the ODROID-C2 using the wiringPi library, and the way we do it is not much different than the method used with the photoresistor. Since both of those elements are sensors, we directly read data from their input pin and store it in an variable or in an array. In the case of the DHT11, we are storing data in an array and this line of code does exactly this:

```python
<for i in range(0,2900):>
```

Here's a very important note: the speed at which we read the data from the DHT11 sensor will significantly influence the success or failure of the sensor. After some trial and error, we found the right value according to ODROID-C2 frequency clock. The next line of code does the sampling. The value of 2900 gave us 100% accuracy in every DHT11 reading, but there is a range of values (2900-3300) that you can experiment with if you wish:

```python
<for i in range(0,2900):>
```
then do we test with the right conditions in the wine cellar before we trigger the SMS message, if necessary:

```python
# Checking here if the conditions in the Wine Cellar is met if (int(Humidity)<50) or (int(Temperature)<10) or (int(Temperature)>14):
    print ("Alert!!! Temperature and/or Humidity out of range!")
    sent_SMS()
    for i in range (0,10):
        #disable LED
        odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin, 0)
        # wait 1 second
time.sleep(1)
        #enable LED
        odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin, 1)
        time.sleep(1)
    #cleanup
    odroid.pinMode(LEDPin, 0)
#Print data
print RCtime(5)  # Read RC timing using pin #18
#Check the lighting conditions in your wine cellar
if (RCtime(5)<2500):
    print ("Alert!!! Light in the wine cellar!")
    sent_SMS()
    for i in range (0,10):
        #disable LED
        odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin, 0)
        # wait 1 second
time.sleep(1)
        #enable LED
        odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin, 1)
        time.sleep(1)
    #cleanup
    odroid.pinMode(LEDPin, 0)
```

Notice also how the LED blinks each time an SMS alert message is sent, notifying the user the proper functionality of the IoT device. However, it requires the user's personal presence.

### Bringing it all together

Let's assemble everything in Python. We'll need to first import the modules:

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import wiringpi2 as odroid
import time
import sys
```

Next, we'll define the pins as LEDpin=4 (physical Pin 16) and DHT11pin=7 (physical Pin 7):

```python
LEDPin=4
DHT11pin=7
```

Then, we'll set up the WiringPi module according to Hardkernel’s map guide:

```python
odroid.wiringPiSetup()
```

And now we'll set up the operational LED:

```python
#Set the operational LED
odroid.pinMode(LEDPin,1)
odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin,1)
```

We interface the photoresistor by defining the function RCtime(RCpin):

```python
def RCtime(RCpin):
    reading = 0
    odroid.pinMode(RCpin,0)
odroid.digitalWrite(RCpin,0)
```

```python
# This takes about 1 milli-second per loop cycle
while (odroid.digitalRead(RCpin) == 0):
    reading += 1
    return reading
```

We interface the DHT11 with Odroid-C2 via GPIO (wiringPi):

```python
def pullData():
    #((Pull data from GPIO.odroid
    global data
    global effectiveData
    global pin
    data = []
effectiveData = []
global pin
    data = []
effectiveData = []

    odroid.pinMode(DHT11pin,1)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,1)
time.sleep(0.025)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,0)
time.sleep(0.14)
```

Notice also how the LED blinks each time an SMS alert message is sent, notifying the user the proper functionality of the IoT device. However, it requires the user's personal presence.

### Bringing it all together

Let's assemble everything in Python. We'll need to first import the modules:

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import wiringpi2 as odroid
import time
import sys
```

Next, we'll define the pins as LEDpin=4 (physical Pin 16) and DHT11pin=7 (physical Pin 7):

```python
LEDPin=4
DHT11pin=7
```

Then, we'll set up the WiringPi module according to Hardkernel’s map guide:

```python
odroid.wiringPiSetup()
```

And now we'll set up the operational LED:

```python
#Set the operational LED
odroid.pinMode(LEDPin,1)
odroid.digitalWrite(LEDPin,1)
```

We interface the photoresistor by defining the function RCtime(RCpin):

```python
def RCtime(RCpin):
    reading = 0
    odroid.pinMode(RCpin,0)
odroid.digitalWrite(RCpin,0)
```

We interface the DHT11 with Odroid-C2 via GPIO (wiringPi):

```python
def pullData():
    #((Pull data from GPIO.odroid
    global data
    global effectiveData
    global pin
    data = []
effectiveData = []
global pin
    data = []
effectiveData = []

    odroid.pinMode(DHT11pin,1)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,1)
time.sleep(0.025)
odroid.digitalWrite(DHT11pin,0)
time.sleep(0.14)
```
This section seeks and analyzes data from the DHT11. This code is pulled from Github (http://bit.ly/2gAaUlK) as previously described:

```python
def analyzeData():
    #{{{ Analyze data
    #{{{ Add HI (2x8)x3 bits to array
    seek=0;
    bits_min=9999;
    bits_max=0;

global HumidityBit
global TemperatureBit
global crc
global Humidity
global Temperature

HumidityBit = ""
TemperatureBit = ""
crc = ""

# Snip off the first bit - it simply says "Hello, I got your request, will send you temperature and humidity information along with checksum shortly"
while(seek < len(data) and data[seek] == 0):
    seek+=1;

while(seek < len(data) and data[seek] == 1):
    seek+=1;
    buffer += "1";

    # Find the longest and the shortest block of HI's. Average of those two will distinct whether block represents '0' (shorter than avg) or '1' (longer than avg)
    if (len(buffer) < bits_min):
        bits_min = len(buffer)
    if (len(buffer) > bits_max):
        bits_max = len(buffer)

effectiveData.append(buffer);
    #print "%s " % buffer

#}}{{}
```

And now the most critical part of this project: we check the ideal conditions in the wine cellar, and if those conditions are not met, we trigger the SMS:

```python
#{{{
def printData():
    global Humidity
global Temperature
def printData():
    global Humidity
global Temperature
    print "H: +Humidity"
    print "T: +Temperature"
    print "H: +Humidity"
    print "T: +Temperature"
    if (int(Humidity)<50) or (int(Temperature)<10) or (int(Temperature)>14):
        print ("Alert!!! Temperature and/or Humidity out of range!")
        sent_SMS()"# wait 1 second
time.sleep(1)"
    # enable LED
    odroid.
```

Now let's set up the Twilio PaaS service:

```python
def sent_SMS():
    from twilio.rest import TwilioRestClient
```

```python
account_sid = "xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx" # Your Account SID from www.twilio.com/console
auth_token  = "xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"  # Your Auth Token from www.twilio.com/console
client = TwilioRestClient(account_sid, auth_token)
```

```python
message = client.messages.
create(body="Alert!!! The conditions on the wine cellar is out of range!",
to="+xxxxxxxxxx", # Replace with your phone number
from_="+xxxxxxxxxx")  # Replace with your Twilio number
```

```python
print(message.sid)
```

```python
for i in range(0, 2900):
data.append(odroid.
digitalRead(DHT11pin))
```

```python
for i in range(0, len(data)):
    print "%d" % data[i],
```

```python
# Extract all HIGH bits' blocks. Add each block as separate item in data[]
    for i in range(0, 40):
        buffer = "";
        while(seek < len(data) and data[seek] == 0):
            seek+=1;
```

```python
    while(seek < len(data) and data[seek] == 1):
        seek+=1;
        buffer += "1";
```

```python
    # Find the longest and the shortest block of HI's. Average of those two will distinct whether block represents '0' (shorter than avg) or '1' (longer than avg)
    if (len(buffer) < bits_min):
        bits_min = len(buffer)
    if (len(buffer) > bits_max):
        bits_max = len(buffer)

effectiveData.append(buffer);
    #print "%s " % buffer

#}}}
```
Figure 5 - A screenshot of the program running in a terminal

Finally, let’s do some validation checking:

```
# {{ Main loop
while (not crc_OK):
    pullData();
    analyzeData();
    if (isDataValid()):
        crc_OK=True;
        print “”
        printData();
    else:
        sys.stderr.write(“.”)
        time.sleep(2);
#}}
```

Testing and running the code

We run the whole code as a final test:

```
$ sudo python wine.cellar.py
```

It should work like a charm. The program displays on the screen the temperature and humidity, and reports the presence or the absence of light in the wine cellar. It also notifies the user by sending an SMS to their phone if the proper conditions are not met. Please note that during the sending of messages, the operational LED is blinking, as an indication of the “alert” process. Next, let’s automate it and make it run every 3 hours. For this task, we will use the cron utility.

What is cron? It defines jobs that are used to schedule tasks and scripts, such as deftags, backups and alarms. We used the “cron” utility previously when we designed the Gmail notifier IoT project back in the October issue of ODROID Magazine (http://bit.ly/2dwqXJ7). If you need further information about cron, please refer to http://bit.ly/2bTMnAN. In order to activate cron, we must execute the command crontab which gives us a list of scheduled tasks:

```
$ sudo crontab -e
```

It will probably be empty. Then, choose any text editor, such as vim, and add the following line of code at the end of the scheduled tasks list:

```
* /3 * * * sudo python /home/odroid/wine.cellar.py
```

The five “stars” (“* * * * *”) specify how often you want the task to be run. The first star controls the minutes. The second star controls the hours, which is why I put a “/3” symbol after it, since I want this scheduled task to run every 12 hours. The third specifies the day of month, the fourth indicates the month, and the fifth represents the day of the week. Those four were intentionally left blank without any “/numbers” besides the stars. You can experiment with other options as well. At the end of the scheduled task, there is the command itself we want to be run automatically:

```
$ sudo python /home/odroid/wine.cellar.py
```

This command runs our script and points to the path where it is located, which is, in this case, /home/odroid/. Then, save and close the editor. Now, wait and watch as the application does its magic. You will have a new incoming SMS message every time the temperature, the humidity, or the lighting is out of range. That’s it, we did it!

Final thoughts

The code of the wine cellar preserver and notifier can be improved or altered in many ways. One method is to add to it a feature that reports the values of humidity, the temperature and the lighting in every reading to the cloud. We have described how this can be done using Twython API in our article in ODROID Magazine’s September issue (http://bit.ly/2cIyp36). Please refer to this article on how to utilize such a service. By using Twython, we can send tweets to our Twitter account with the reading values of the humidity, temperature and the lighting.
DELUGE
YOUR NEW FAVORITE BITTORRENT CLIENT
by @synportack24

There is a near endless list of BitTorrent clients available for Linux, and everyone will say that the one they use is the best. However, one name you will repeatedly hear as a favorite is Deluge. Its strong popularity is no surprise, since it is not only lightweight while offering a full feature list, but it also is cross-platform and cross-architecture. Deluge shows off a nice-looking and simple-to-use front end that wraps around a libtorrent base. One of the most useful features for us ODROIDians is the ability to have the torrent daemon running on a server and a connect remotely to it via a web interface. This article showcases some of my favorite Deluge features as well as how to use them.

Getting Started
To play around with Deluge when writing this article, I used an ODROID-XU4, but this guide should work for any other ODROID board. Installation is simple and easy, and can be quickly done with using the Ubuntu Package Manager with the following command:

```
$ sudo apt-get install deluge
```

Once installed, we can take a quick look at running and using Deluge on a local machine. This means that the program will be interacting with and running Deluge on the same computer. Launching the program will start both the Deluge daemon and the graphical front end.

Deluge on a Server
Having Deluge running on a server is a noteworthy feature that deserves its own section. Deluge is one of the few torrent clients that has the ability to run as a daemon and be interacted with via a web interface. There are actually two daemons that need to be running for this to happen: deluged, and deluge-web. Both daemons may not be typically installed with the basic Deluge pack, but they can be installed with the following commands:

```
$ sudo apt-get install deluge-webui
$ sudo apt-get install deluged
```

Once installed, we need to set up the systemd scripts for deluged and deluge-web. I would recommend create a more limited user and group to be in charge of running the Deluge services.

```
$ sudo adduser --system 
   --gecos "Deluge Service" 
   --disabled-password --group 
   --home /var/lib/deluge deluge
```

This will create a new group and a new user named “deluge”. It is possible to run this with the default “odroid” user, by simply modifying the following service files to use the odroid as a user. Once again, I am going to iterate that for security reasons this is not the best idea. Next we need to create two service files, one for each of the services. Create a file called /
DELUGE

Conclusion

Deluge is a great open source torrent client that has a plethora of useful features. If you have an extra ODROID or you’re looking for a good way to zest up your current ODROID server, Deluge’s web user interface is a great way to make a quick and easy seedbox.

Plugins

Beyond the built-in features already available, Deluge has a solid list of additional plugins that can be installed as well. Third party plugins such as batch renamers, and more advanced schedulers can be downloaded from http://bit.ly/2igFfBC.

etc/systemd/system/deluged.service and fill it with the following content:

[Unit]
Description=Deluge Bittorrent Client Daemon
After=network-online.target

[Service]
Type=simple
User=deluge
Group=deluge
UMask=007
ExecStart=/usr/bin/deluged -d
Restart=on-failure

# Configures the time to wait before service is stopped forcefully.
TimeoutStopSec=300

[Install]
WantedBy=multi-user.target

Now the service can be setup to run on boot and started.

$ systemctl enable /etc/systemd/system/deluged.service
$ systemctl start deluged
$ systemctl status deluged

$ systemctl enable /etc/systemd/system/deluge-web.service
$ systemctl start deluge-web
$ systemctl status deluge-web

With both services running, we can now try to connect to it from a web browser. The web interface is by default waiting on port 8112. This means once everything is up and running, we can connect to it from a web browser by typing in http://<server-IP>:8112.

The first time logging in to the system, you will be shown a popup for a password. The default password is “deluge”, followed by the option to change it. After updating the password, you now have full control over your Deluge client.

Next, we need to create a file for webui called /etc/systemd/system/deluge-web.service. The content for the file is shown below:

[Unit]
Description=Deluge Bittorrent Client Web Interface
After=network-online.target

[Service]
Type=simple
User=deluge
Group=deluge
UMask=027
ExecStart=/usr/bin/deluge-web
Restart=on-failure

WantedBy=multi-user.target

Figure 2 - Web User Interface login

Figure 3 - Plugin menu

Figure 211x338 to 385x430
Figure 399x590 to 573x785
Figure 390x68 to 578x417
Figure 296x322
Figure 375x756
Using an instant messaging chatbot for the user-interface of a home automation project, in some cases, has its advantages over using a web server. For example, our automated house has access to the Internet via a 3G modem. If we intend to use an externally visible web server, we would need a public IP address. This may not always be possible, and we may incur additional expense. One would not face these issues when using a messaging service like Telegram Chatbot.

Telegram is a messaging app that has been gaining popularity, thanks to its distinctive qualities such as speed, reliability, privacy and flexibility. However, what we are most interested in is another feature: an open API for creating chatbots.

Apart from the fact that chatbots are officially supported in Telegram, there is another reason to use this messenger. You can create a custom virtual keyboard that provides unprecedented convenience for the user interacting with the bot. Rather than manually entering a command, the user can tap on a button in the Telegram client app.

In this tutorial, we will learn how to setup and use Telegram chatbot in Linux for a very simple example application of mimicking a smart home. This app is able to light up two LEDs: green and red, according to the input from the user.

**Initial setup**

Assume you have Python 2.7 and pip (Python Package Index) already installed on your ODROID device. You also need to install a Python package used in this app - pyTelegramBotAPI, which is a Python implementation for the Telegram Bot API.

```
$ pip install pyTelegramBotAPI
```

Now you need to create a Telegram account if you have not got one yet. Install the Telegram client app on your smartphone, or download it from telegram.org, and install it on your PC. It is straightforward to create an account in the client application.

Next, you need to create your chatbot. It is done using BotFather, which is a bot for creating bots. To do that in the client app, search for BotFather. After finding that contact, click the Start link below it. You'll receive a long message describing all available commands to manage bots. All commands start with a slash ("/"). Use the /newbot command to create a new bot. The BotFather will ask you for a name and username, and after providing that information, an authorization token for your new bot is created. The name of your bot is displayed in contact details and elsewhere.

The Username is a short name, to be used in mentions. Usernames are 5-32 characters long and are case insensitive, but may only include Latin characters, numbers and underscores. Your bot’s username must end in “bot”, e.g. “tetris_bot” or “TetrisBot”.

The token is a string that is required to authorize the bot and send requests to the Bot API. Once you get the token for your bot, save it somewhere to use in your app. In the Telegram client app, search for the Username you had specified earlier and add it to the contact list. Details of managing Telegram bots are described at http://bit.ly/2hlOyQK.

**Run the Python script**

Now that you have installed the Telegram client app and created a Telegram user account and a bot, you are ready to run the Python bot app on your ODROID SBC and test it. Save the code snippets listed below into a plain text file and name it, for instance, “chatbot.py”. Run the script using the command:

```
$ python chatbot.py
```

Shown below is Python script including some explanations. First, declare the external Python modules used in the script:

```
import telebot
```
from telebot import types

def extract_unique_code(text):
    # Extracts the unique_code from the sent /start command.
    return text.split()[1] if len(text.split()) > 1 else None

@bot.message_handler(commands=['start'])
def send_welcome(message):
    global our_chat_id
    unique_code = extract_unique_code(message.text)
    if unique_code: # if the '/start' command contains a unique_code
        if unique_code=='my_password_here':
            our_chat_id=message.chat.id
            send_LED_ctrl_keyboard(our_chat_id)
        else:
            reply = "Sorry, don’t know who are you..."
    else:
        bot.send_message(our_chat_id, "Waiting for your command", reply_markup=markup)

def send_LED_ctrl_keyboard(chat_id):
    markup = types.ReplyKeyboardMarkup(row_width=2)
    itembtn1 = types.KeyboardButton('Red LED on')
    itembtn2 = types.KeyboardButton('Green LED on')
    itembtn3 = types.KeyboardButton('Red LED off')
    itembtn4 = types.KeyboardButton('Green LED off')
    markup.add(itembtn1, itembtn2, itembtn3, itembtn4)
    bot.send_message(our_chat_id, "Waiting for your command", reply_markup=markup)

We have defined three functions above. The first one is just to extract the user password from the /start command line. According to the official Telegram bot guide, all bot developers are required to support a few basic commands: /start, /help, /settings.

The /start command begins an interaction with the user, such as sending a greeting message. In our script, the /start command carries the payload, which means that after the /start keyword, you must specify your user password so that the script could identify you.

This is done in the beginning of the second function send_welcome, which is called when the chatbot receives /start command. If the user password specified after /start keyword is identical to the one in the string value specified instead of “my_password_here” in the script, then the function send_welcome does two things:

1. saves chat id of the current message to global variable our_chat_id that will be used later in the script;
2. creates a custom keyboard with 4 buttons and displays it to the authorized user along with the message “Waiting for your command” by calling the function send_LED_ctrl_keyboard.

On the contrary, if the password does not match, the function sends a response message indicating that the user is not known. Let us examine what chat id is, as well as making a virtual keyboard in more detail.

Chat id is a numerical value that Telegram messaging service assigned to the communication session with the chatbot. Theoretically, anyone from Telegram can contact our bot. Therefore, it makes sense to use it as the identifier of the session, in which the user specified correct password. This chat id is stored in the global variable our_chat_id, and will be used in further communications. Moreover, this chat id can be stored in a file or in a database, and used in the next sessions. In this case, there is no need to enter a password every time the script is run.

In the send_LED_ctrl_keyboard function, we make a custom virtual keyboard with 4 buttons for the purpose of convenience. Tapping on a button has the same effect as typing text on a keyboard and sending it to the bot.

A button is defined by calling the types.KeyboardButton method. An argument is a text string that will be displayed on the button and sent to the chatbot by tapping on that button.
start command, that is handled by send_welcome function. First, the incoming message’s chat id is checked. If it’s “our” chat (with an authorized user) then it continues, otherwise it displays an error message and exits. If the check passes, then we analyze the contents of message, text property, whose name speaks for itself. If it is recognized as one of the valid commands, the appropriate action is done. In the echo_all function above, it is only limited by the response message to the user. In the real smart home project, any action can be carried out, such as sending a command to the lower level, or activating a GPIO output pin. A reply of misunderstanding is sent in that rare case when an authorized user tried to type a command manually instead of using a button, and there’s an error in that “hand-written” command.

Last, but not least, this line of code is the call blocking method called bot.polling that makes our chatbot waiting forever for an incoming message.

Notes
In this article, we discussed a very simple version of the Telegram chatbot application. It can be enhanced further by adding a variety of options. For example, consider creating a multilevel “keyboard system” with a different keyboard configuration for each branch of each level. Also, it is possible to attach a keyboard to a message, referred to as the inline keyboard. This and other features are described in detail in the relevant section of the Telegram website at http://telegram.org.

Another option to perform the same action is just to type a message, e.g., “Green LED off” on your keyboard and click “send”. But why bother typing if there is a button?

```python
@bot.message_handler(func=lambda message: True)
def echo_all(message):
global our_chat_id
if message.chat.id==our_chat_id:
    if message.text == 'Red LED on':
        bot.reply_to(message, 'OK, lighting red LED')
        return
    if message.text == 'Green LED on':
        bot.reply_to(message, 'OK, lighting green LED')
        return
    if message.text == 'Red LED off':
        bot.reply_to(message, 'OK, putting out red LED')
        return
    if message.text == 'Green LED off':
        bot.reply_to(message, 'OK, putting out green LED')
        return
    bot.reply_to(message, 'Not understood')
else:
    bot.reply_to(message, "Sorry, don’t know who are you...")
```

The function echo_all is a message handler, and is called every time our chat bot receives a message except for /
Not a long ago, I bought a wonderful board called the ODROID-C2. Although it has a smaller community of my already retired Raspberry Pi, it is a product of the highest quality and reliability. I decided to start installing all of the things that I needed to make it fully functional. When I had all of the software perfectly configured, there was only one thing missing: a case. Since I do not yet have a 3D printer, I decided to put my hands to work and make my own paper case.

In Figure 1, because it was the only file where I could find some numbers for use with my paper case.

After some hours with Photoshop, I was able to say that I had a pretty decent case, which is shown in Figures 2 and 3. I know that it’s not a Picasso, but it’s a cool case, and you can put some stickers on it!

I recommend printing the PDF file on the thickest piece of cardboard that your printer can handle. Alternatively, you can print it on plain paper and glue that to a piece of thick cardboard.

To make your own paper case, download the file from http://bit.ly/2ifvFyG for free. If you have comments, questions and suggestions, please visit the original article at http://bit.ly/2ipdVhu.

The ODROID-C2 is one of the most powerful low-cost 64-bit Single Board Computers available, as well as being an extremely versatile device. Featuring a fast, quad-core AmLogic processor, advanced Mali GPU, and Gigabit Ethernet, it can function as a home theater set-top box, a general purpose computer for web browsing, gaming and socializing, a compact tool for college or office work, a prototyping device for hardware tinkering, a controller for home automation, a workstation for software development, and much more.

Some of the modern operating systems that run on the ODROID-C2 are Ubuntu, Android, and ARCH Linux, with thousands of free open-source software packages available. The ODROID-C2 is an ARM device, which is the most widely used architecture for mobile devices and embedded computing. The ARM processor's small size, reduced complexity and low power consumption makes it very suitable for miniaturized devices such as wearables and embedded controllers.
PORTABLE ARCADE STATION
by @LtBenjamin

I created a portable arcade station with a 10” touchscreen using the electronics listed below. The unit plays Atari, Super Nintendo, Nintendo 64 and Nintendo DS games perfectly. Dreamcast and PS games very well with adjustments, and it can run a few PSP games decently.

It runs for almost 7 hours on one charge, and takes 10-12 hours to recharge with a 2.5A charger. For comments, questions, and suggestions, please visit the original thread at http://bit.ly/2ia2eh7.

The arcade station setup

ODROID-C2 with case
Bluetooth module 2
WiFi Module 0
Dknight Magicbox 2 Bluetooth speaker and microphone
RAVpower 16750 power bank - 4.5A total - 5V/2.4A and 5V/2.1A ports
Waveshare 10.1 inch touchscreen 1280x800 (5V 2.5A)
16GB eMMC (Android)
16GB 48mb/sec Samsung microSDHC card
Xbox 360 wireless receiver
Anker multi angle stand
Poker chip set case
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ODROIDS AROUND THE WORLD

THE INTERNATIONAL REACH OF HARDKERNEL’S POPULAR SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

by Rob Roy (@robroy)

Hardkernel introduced its first ODROID computer in 2009 (http://bit.ly/1Gx5Lr1), and has since become a leader in single board computers with the recent introduction of the ODROID-C2 and ODROID-XU4. They continually release cutting-edge development boards, and their catalog is extensive:

Current products
- ODROID-C2
- ODROID-XU4
- ODROID-C1+
- ODROID-C0

Displays
- ODROID-VU8C
- ODROID-VU5
- ODROID-VU7 Plus
- ODROID-VU7
- 3.5inch Touchscreen Shield
- C1 3.2inch TFT+Touchscr
- 16x2 LCD + IO Shield
- LED Matrix Shield
- ODROID-SHOW2

Development Kits
- C Tinkering Kit
- USB-UART Module Kit
- Xprotoolab Plain

Add-on Boards
- CloudShell for XU4
- Expansion Board
- USB IO Board
- XU4 Shifter Shield
- Universal Motion Joypad
- USB3.0 to SATA Bridge
- U3 IO Shield
- U3 Shield Tinkering Kit

Sensors
- myAHRS+
- Weather Board 2

Legacy products
- ODROID
- ODROID-7
- ODROID-A4
- ODROID-PC
- ODROID-S
- ODROID-T
- ODROID-A
- ODROID-U3
- ODROID-U2
- ODROID-X2
- ODROID-E7
- ODROID-Q2
- ODROID-XU3 (+Lite)
- ODROID-XU (+Lite)
- ODROID-X
- ODROID-C1
- ODROID-Q
- ODROID-XU+E
- Smart Power
- HiFi Shield for C2/C1+
- ODROID-UPS
- ODUINO One
- UPS2 for U3
- Weather Board
- ODROID-VU
- ODROID-Show
- ODROID-W

News of the usefulness and affordability of ODROID boards has spread around the world. Hardkernel has received orders from nearly 150 countries:

Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Bermuda
Bolivia
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Brazil
British Virgin Islands
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Cambodia
Canada
Cape Verde
Chile
China
Colombia
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Hardkernel has sold its single board computers in almost 150 countries, and has visitors to its website in 200 countries!
ClipGrab is a program that allows to download and convert Videos from sites as YouTube, DailyMotion and other sites. You can choose in which format it should be converted, such as MPEG4, MP3 or OGG. It uses ffmpeg to convert the files.

**Supported sites**

*Supported sites*

YouTube
Vimeo
Dailymotion
metacafe.com
youku.com
myspass.de
myvideo.de
clipfish.de
collegehumor.com
Other sites should be working as well.

**Installation**

You can download the program from my repository, which is detailed in one of my previous ODROID Magazine articles at http://bit.ly/2icmAUQ. The armhf version can be downloaded from the all/main package list and the arm64 version from the jessie/main package list with the following command:

```
$ apt-get install clipgrab
```

For comments, questions and suggestions, please visit the original thread at http://bit.ly/2hv9Awo.
In this article, I will show you how to turn off your TV when the Kodi screensaver activates, and turn the TV on when the Kodi screensaver is deactivated. Before you begin, make sure that your TV has functional CEC capabilities.

**Installation**

First, navigate to Kodi Settings -> Add-ons -> Install from repository -> Kodi Add-on repository -> Services, and install the “Kodi Callbacks” add-on.

Next, mount the / and /system partitions as read/write using a Terminal window:

```
$ su
$ mount -o remount,rw /
$ mount -o remount,rw /system
```

Add the following line to the file /init.odroidc2.rc:

```
chmod 666 /sys/class/amhdmitx/amhdmitx0/cec
```

Then, download the files “cecon” and “cecoff” from https://db.tt/ai1DNnFh, copy them to /bin and make them executable:

```
chmod +x /bin/cecoff
chmod +x /bin/cecon
```

Open Kodi and navigate to Kodi Settings -> Add-ons -> My add-ons -> Services -> Kodi Callbacks. Add the following two tasks under the “Tasks” tab:

**Task 1**

- **Task** = script
- **Script executable file** = /bin/cecoff

**Task 2**

- **Task** = script
- **Script executable file** = /bin/cecon

Under the “Events” tab, add the following two events:

**Event 1**

- Choose event type -> on Screensaver Activated
- **Task** = Task 1

**Event 2**

- Choose event type -> on Screensaver Deactivated
- **Task** = Task 2

Finally, reboot the system. Your TV will now turn off when the screensaver is activated. You can adjust the timeout by adjusting the screensaver time. If you are using an IR Remote such as the Hardkernel remote, you can press a button on the remote to wake up the TV or simply turn the TV back using the TV remote. For comments, questions and suggestions, please visit the original thread at http://bit.ly/2i5OWSz.
When I moved to my new apartment, one of my friends let me borrow his road bike. A road bike is a type of lightweight bicycle that is designed to go fast speeds on smooth paved roads. One day, I got injured from falling off the bike, since I was new and inexperienced at riding road bicycles. Nevertheless, I can ride faster on a road cycle than any other type of bicycle, and the thrill of speed keeps me riding. Unsurprisingly, one of my favorite hobbies became riding road cycles.

It depends on the laws of each country, but in South Korea, it is legal to ride a bicycle on the roads. However, since I share the roads alongside cars, I need to ride fast in order to not disturb the flow of traffic. It’s when I am riding at full speed on the road that riding really becomes exciting for me. Since I riding next to cars and trucks, I am always worried that a car might hit me from behind. It makes me very uneasy that I don’t have a view of what is behind me. So, I decided to make a rear view camera system myself using an ODROID-C0.

The DIY rear view camera needs high bandwidth to transmit the real time video. I decided it is a good approach to use wifi as the interface for this project, as a wireless connection gives us better spatial flexibility. To avoid making an additional display device, I decided to use my smartphone as the rear view display. The rear view camera would be a Wifi AP (Access Point) that will allow the smartphone to connect to it. For this project the Wifi AP uses a ODROID Wifi module 0 and an ODROID-C0. The overview of the concept is shown in Figure 1. A 720p camera captures the rear view and then the ODROID-C0 encodes the video frame and transmits the encoded video data via Wifi. We can then watch our rear view on our smartphone after connecting to the streaming video server hosted on the ODROID-C0.

These are the required hardware components in order to make a DIY rear view camera:

- ODROID USB-CAM 720p
- ODROID-C0
- 16GB eMMC Module CI+/CO Linux (Black)
- Wifi Module 0
- ODROID-C2/CI+ Case
I soldered a USB-A Female Dual Port to the ODROID-C0 as seen in Figure 2 because the ODROID-C0 does not come with the USB ports solder in. There is also an ODROID USB-CAM 720P Camera, 3000mAh Battery, WiFi module 0, ODROID-C0, and ODROID-C2/C1+ case. First, the DIY rear view camera needs to have the software configured before being installed to the bicycle. The software configurations can be divided into two parts: Wifi AP settings and the video streaming server settings.

**WiFi Access Point configuration**

Hostapd is a user space daemon for access points and authentication servers. It can be used to create a wireless hotspot using a Linux computer. Some additional packages are needed for hostapd. An explanation about the hostapd setting can be found on the Hardkernel wiki page for hostapd at http://bit.ly/2fJTr4h. Hostapd can be installed with the following commands:

```bash
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install libnl-3-dev
    libnl-genl-3-dev libssl-dev hostapd
```

The smartphone connects to the rear view camera, which corresponds to the “ssid” in the configuration file after setting to AP mode. “wpa_passphrase” is the password need for connecting to the AP. The hostapd configuration files for Wifi module 0 are as follows:

```bash
/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf

interface=wlan0
driver=nl80211
ssid=ODROID_REARCAM
hw_mode=g
channel=6
macaddr_acl=0
auth_algs=1
ignore_broadcast_ssid=0
wpa=2
wpa_passphrase=saferiding
wpa_key_mgmt=WPA-PSK
wpa_pairwise=TKIP
rsn_pairwise=CCMP
```

The ODROID-C0 must assign the IP address to the connected devices. I used dnsmasq in order to allocate dynamic IP addresses to the connected nodes. Dnsmasq provides network infrastructure for small networks such as: DNS, DHCP, router advertisement, and network boot.

```bash
$ sudo apt-get install --reinstall dnsmasq
$ mv /etc/dnsmasq.conf /etc/dnsmasq.conf.orig
```

The conf file for dnsmasq can be configured as shown.

```bash
/etc/dnsmasq.conf
domain-needed
bogus-priv
no-resolv
no-poll
server=/example.com/192.168.1.5
server=8.8.8.8
server=4.4.4.4
local=/example.com/
address=/doubleclick.net/127.0.0.1
no-hosts
addn-hosts=/etc/dnsmasq.d/hosts.conf
expand-hosts
domain=example.com
dhcp-range=192.168.1.20,192.168.1.50,72h
dhcp-range=tftp,192.168.1.250,192.168.1.254
dhcp-option=option:router,192.168.1.1
dhcp-option=option:ntp-server,192.168.1.5
dhcp-option=19,0 # ip-forwarding off
dhcp-option=44,192.168.1.5 # set netbios-ns over-TCP/IP
aka WINS
dhcp-option=45,192.168.1.5 # netbios datagram distribution server
dhcp-option=46,8 # netbios node type
```

The ODROID-C0 must be set to the server, or gateway, IP
address of “192.168.1.1”. The rear view displayer will connect to this IP address.

```
/etc/network/interfaces
# interfaces(5) file used by ifup(8) and ifdown(8)
# Include files from /etc/network/interfaces.d:
source-directory /etc/network/interfaces.d

auto lo
iface lo inet loopback

auto eth0
iface eth0 inet dhcp

auto wlan0
iface wlan0 inet static
    address 192.168.1.1
    netmask 255.255.255.0
```

### Real-time Camera Streaming Server Configuration

The ffmpeg Linux package is for encoding and streaming video data, so we can use it for our 720p camera stream. Ffserverser is able to stream many kinds of video formats but, we need real-time video playback to watch what is happening behind us. The ODROID 720p camera supports not only raw video data, but can also encode each video frame as jpeg. Therefore, mjpeg (Multipart JPEG) format is good choice to reduce the video encoding overhead and network bandwidth usage.

```
$ sudo apt-get install ffmpeg

/etc/ffserver.conf
HTTPPort 8090
HTTPBindAddress 0.0.0.0
MaxHTTPConnections 2000
MaxClients 1000
MaxBandwidth 5000

<Feed cam1.ffm>
File /tmp/cam1.ffm
FileMaxSize 100M
</Feed>

<Stream cam1.mjpg>
Feed cam1.ffm
Format mpjpeg
VideoCodec mjpeg
VideoFrameRate 20
VideoBitRate 4096
VideoSize 640x480
NoAudio
</Stream>

<Stream stat.html>
Format status
ACL allow localhost
ACL allow 192.168.0.0 192.168.255.255
</Stream>
```

To start the streaming server automatically on every boot, ffserverser and ffmpeg commands are added to the `/etc/rc.local` boot script file. Ffserver, which is the video streaming server, receives the encoded video frame and transmits the video frame in mjpeg format to the connected client, which is a smartphone web browser.

```
/etc/rc.local
ffserver -d -f /etc/ffserver.conf
ffmpeg -f v4l2 -s 640x480 -r 20 -vcodec mjpeg -i /dev/video0 http://localhost:8090/cam1.ffm
exit 0
```

### Rear View Camera Installation

The software configurations for the DIY rear view camera are done after finishing the Wifi AP configuration and the video streaming server setting. The next step is to install the DIY rear view camera to the bike. Attach the 3000mAh battery to the ODROID-C0 and pack them into the ODROID-C2/C1 case. Then, mount the 720p Camera and the ODROID case to your bicycle. I used a cable tie and smartphone holder to hold the rear view camera to my road bicycle as shown in Figure 3. Plug in the 720p camera and Wifi module 0 to the USB ports of ODROID-C0 before turning on the ODROID-C0.

The smartphone, which is a rear view displayer, must connect to the “ODROID_REARCAM” access point via Wifi.
using the password “saferiding”. By opening the webpage http://192.168.1.1:8080/cam1.mjpg on your smartphone, you can have a digital real time rear view of our surroundings. Ride safe and be happy with your DIY rear view camera system.
Blast it!” you say, as you are confronted by an error message on your ODROID-C2 running 64-bit Ubuntu:

```
$ sudo ./r3
sudo: unable to execute ./r3: No such file or directory
```

You check, and in fact the file does exist in the directory, and it is set as executable! You remember running into this problem a couple of years ago, but you don’t remember where you put your note on how you fixed it. You yell to yourself, “This time, I’ll make sure to post it on one of my favorite online forums after I figure out how to fix it again!”

The “file r3” Linux command gives the following output:

```
$ file r3
r3: ELF 32-bit LSB executable, ARM, EABI5 version 1 (SYSV), dynamically linked, interpreter /lib/ld-linux-armhf.so.3, for GNU/Linux 2.6.27, BuildID[sha1]=96b94ab0740079af4c94b4b0461abd481c18, stripped
```

That excites some synaptic responses in a long-dormant neural region in your brain. “Aha, it has something to do with a 32-bit binary running on a 64-bit OS!”

After some trial-and-error, you come up with the following fix:

```
$ sudo dpkg --add-architecture armhf
$ sudo apt install libc6:armhf libncurses5:armhf libstdc++6:armhf
```

After installing those libraries, you attempt to run your executable again. This time, it works! “Victory is mine! Technology must kneel before my greatness!” The evening wears on as you build your digital framework for world domination. It is not long before you try to run a graphical 32-bit executable and you encounter:

```
error while loading shared libraries: libX11.so.6: cannot open shared object file: No such file or directory
```

“Confound it!” you yell! So you counter the message with the following command:

```
$ sudo apt install libx11-6:armhf
```

The system then returns with this output:

```
error while loading shared libraries: libXt.so.6
```

“Declare your fealty to me, technology!” You put your arms behind your head and feet up on the desk as you bask in the warmth of finally getting to declare lordship over your digital vassals.

You and the operating system engage in a power struggle:

```
$ sudo apt install libxt6:armhf
error while loading shared libraries: libXaw.so.7
$ sudo apt install libxaw7:armhf
error while loading shared libraries: libfreetype.so.6
$ sudo apt install libfreetype6:armhf
```

“We can do this all night!” you say to your digital archival. For most other applications, this would be sufficient. But for your secret weapon, Rebol 2, you need to run a couple more commands:

```
$ sudo apt install xfonts-100dpi xfonts-75dpi
$ sudo reboot
```

“Confound it!” you yell! So you counter the message with the following command:

```
$ sudo apt install libx11-6:armhf
```

The system then returns with this output:

```
error while loading shared libraries: libXt.so.6
```

You and the operating system engage in a power struggle:

```
$ sudo apt install libxt6:armhf
error while loading shared libraries: libXaw.so.7
$ sudo apt install libxaw7:armhf
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MEET AN ODROIDIAN

FABIEN THIRIET (@FAB)

Please tell us a little about yourself.

I am 51, and live with my wife Nadine and my 2 sons in Orleans, France, which is 100km south of Paris. For the past 10 years, I have taught network and digital design and maintenance in a French high school. I received an Electrical system degree from the French state for having the right to teach in high school, and I also earned an Engineering degree in computer sciences. Before being a teacher, and after finishing my studies in 1988, I started working with an international company that made Smartcards and chip card readers for banking, health and telecom applications. I developed operating system for these highly secured systems based on Motorola 6805 chips. I also worked on the card readers, designing the PCBs and all the surrounding wiring. During the last 3 years with these Smartcard company, I was their Java “evangelist”, since SmartCards became more and more “smart”, and included a Java Virtual Machine as part of the OS. We placed our JVM in both cards and readers, in order to have very flexible secured solutions. These systems were forward-thinking, because Android from Google has a similar architecture with the powerful Dalvik JVM on top of Linux. That was a very pleasant time, since I travelled around the world a lot, teaching Java for embedded systems, and spent time in the United States, China and South Africa.

After this rich experience, I decided with two other guys from the SmartCard company to make a big jump, and founded our own company in 1999 by developing SMS and MMS solutions for telecom operators. This was when SMS/MMS usage was growing very rapidly, and telecom operators were not really ready to handle hundreds of millions of messages per day.

With my team, we developed powerful and scalable solutions for dealing with SMS/MMS, based on Java and Linux servers, which was mainly on Redhat in those days. This was different from what I did before, since we were handling farms of servers and network clusters, and setting up load balancing machines. The kind of servers we used at this time were Dell PowerEdge 8450 (8 CPUs and 512MB RAM), weighing around 60kg, which were actually less powerful than a single ODROID-C1! In 2005, I decided to sell my shares from the company that I co-founded in order to have more time with my family. Teaching at a local high school close to my home was the appropriate way to accomplish my goal.

With my wife Nadine, we have 2 sons: Antoine, who is 20 years old, and studies medicine in a French University, and Martin, who is 16 years old, and has become a champion of 3D design and printing. He is the one who made the Redtop frame that you may have seen in a previous issue of ODROID magazine. He attends the high school where I am teaching, and took engineering sciences as an additional discipline, and works on his project using an ODROID-C1. My wife is a specialized educator for handicapped. At home, she does plenty of beautiful decorations with forgotten old stuff that she recovers from everywhere.

How did you get started with computers?

I started in the computer world, not with Commodore 64, ZX81, or any such system, but with a Nixdorf mini computer in the early 1980s. Mini computers at this time meant small mainframe systems. Nixdorf was a German company and is now part of Siemens Group.

My parents sold and repaired agricultural machines, and for handling their parts warehouse, they decided to buy a computer. The Nixdorf minicomputer was designed specifically for professional shops, and was the first computer that I worked on. The computer was bundled with software designed for the agricultural machines business, and I did a lot of code modification in Business BASIC, which was the primary programming language for those machines, because it was the early 1980s. The software company working for the Nixdorf local reseller found out that the modifications that I did were quite interesting, and decided to hire me during summer vacations.
I was really enjoying that new kind of job, and learned a lot, since this minicomputer was able to handle around 10 terminals inside a very primitive network. Terminal addresses on the network were actually set up with DIP microswitches. The Nixdorf minicomputer was able to connect with other remote minicomputers through a 1200 baud modem. Despite this very low rate, it was not slow, as there were no graphical interfaces at all.

What attracted you to the ODROID platform?

In my classroom until 2012, I used an Asus laptop running Ubuntu. In the spring of 2012, the Raspberry Pi foundation released a very unusual tiny computer. I know that ODROID had released a single board computer model before then, but this information had not reached the old European countries yet.

I decided to do a trial with the Raspberry Pi, and replaced all of my Asus laptops with this new toy, mainly for space reasons, since the Pi is very space efficient compared to a traditional laptop. Students loved them at the beginning, but found out that the Pi was very very slow, especially when browsing the Internet.

In 2014, Odroid SBCs finally reach Europe, so I migrated all of my classrooms to the ODROID-C1 platform. This year, I did a second upgrade to the ODROID-C2, which is perfect for what I am doing at school, as it is really fast.

How do you use your ODROIDs?

At school, the ODROID is used for everything: web browsing, document writing, Python programming, GNS3 network labs, FreeCad design, video surveillance systems, and robotics. At home, my main computer is the Redtop as I mentioned before, based on an ODROID-C2. I do everything with it, such as preparing my school courses, testing my labs, and building my own systems. As you can see on the different pictures included in this article, I have made many projects with ODROID boards such as:

- A guitar mixer based on Guitarix, handled by an ODROID-XU and Jackd. The XU is wired with a Korg Kontrol2 MIDI device and a Behringer Audio USB adapter.
- An accurate and portable system for marking the geographical boundary of land, based on an ODROID-C1, a 3.2 TFT color touchscreen, and the Hardkernel USB GPS dongle. I developed the software in Python with the ncurses library in order to have a nice semi graphical interface, but no desktop for a lightweight solution.
- A dashcam for my car, in order to record everything in front of my car for insurance purposes, in case of a car accident. The dashcam uses an ODROID-W with a Pi camera.
- A surveillance radar which sends pictures through MMS.
as soon as something moves in front of dual PIR/microwave sensors. It is made with an ODROID-C1, a Huawei E220 3G USB dongle, and a night vision USB camera along with the dual motion sensors. This system is a ready-to-use solution, and you just need to power the box from a 230V socket.

Which ODROID is your favorite and why?

My favorite ODROID is the C2, since the GPIO pin header remains more or less compatible with Raspberry Pi, which is really a big locomotive in the SBC world for add-on boards. The ODROID-XU family is very nice, but unfortunately is missing the Raspberry Pi GPIOs.

What was your motivation for developing your “RedTop” ODROID laptop?

My RedTop is really my preferred device. First of all, it was developed with my son, who did a really good job for the CAD part, and second, the RedTop is based on a C2 which is the general purpose computer I am using at school. So, all the stuff that I am doing can be tested and very well prepared with the RedTop in convenient way. The RedTop has a 13-inch color LCD display, so it is very comfortable to work with.

What innovations would you like to see in future Hardkernel products?

Like most people, I would like to have something faster. A better ARM core with a true 2GHz clock speed would be nice. What is very important, in my opinion, is to remain GPIO-compatible with the Raspberry Pi. Also, SPI and RTC are missing on the C2, and it would nice to have them again, in order to avoid using any add-on boards for that purpose.

What hobbies and interests do you have apart from computers?

From April to October, when the Atlantic Ocean temperature becomes pleasant, I practice Scuba diving with my son Martin around the Brittany coast. I am a CMAS 3-star diving instructor. I have dived all around the world in very nice spots like Maldives Islands, Hurghada in Egypt, Cuba, and French Caribbean islands. I also play both acoustic and electric guitar. The last song I played was “Hello” from Adele in a finger-picking style.

What advice do you have for someone wanting to learn more about programming?

After more than 30 years, working with digital systems, I can say that learning something, and especially programming, is something you cannot do only at school. Do not just rely on your teachers. Try things by yourself, make errors and find out some solutions alone. The best programmers that I hired during the time that I worked with my own company were people who were curious, with a sense of autonomy while working.